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L A N K A E X P L O R E R   H O L I D A Y S 
8 Nights | 9 Days  - Eid Holiday In Sri Lanka 

 
Sri Lanka overwhelms the senses. The air is heavy with the scent of jasmine, the food is 

spicy and Panorama is completely one of the beauty; the bright inexperienced rice 

paddies, the palm trees and the mountains rotating in the tea gardens are completely 

distracted by the forests. However, for plenty humans, Sri Lanka can be summed up in 

simple phrases: the seaside. Regardless of what type of seashore bum you need to be, 

you’ll discover a patch of palm-subsidized perfection right here. you can book one of 

the island's chic boutique beachside accommodations, dive throughout sparkling coral 

reefs, discover ways to surf on gentle sandbars, or merely toddle off to locate your 

personal little-undiscovered nook of paradise. Spend this Eid Holiday with us for more 

experience about Sri Lanka. 

Kandy-Sri Lanka 
      

    

Kandy is a substantial city in focal Sri Lanka. It's determined to a level encompassed by 

mountains, which are home to tea estates and biodiverse rainforest. The city's heart is 

picturesque Kandy Lake (Bogambara Lake), which is famous for walking. Kandy is well known for 

consecrated Buddhist destinations, including the Sanctuary of the Tooth (Sri Dalada Maligawa) 

hallowed place, celebrated with the terrific Esala Perahera yearly parade. Climate: 32°C, Twist 

W at 3 km/h, 59% Humidity, District: Kandy Region, Divisional Secretariat: Kandy Divisional 

Secretariat, Senkadagalapura: the fourteenth century  

Did you know: Kandy is the 6th most-crowded city in Sri Lanka by conurbation populace 

(125,351).  

Armed force Samkata Vikramabahu was the Central Master of the Province of Kandy, he was a 

ruler from the Regal Bloodline, and under Kandy State, drove Kandy as a semi-last domain, 

making him the new capital of the Kanden realm. Armed force Administrator Vikramabahu was 

kept behind his child Jayaveera Asthana and after that Karaliadade Bandra, who was prevalent 

by Kandy's own particular little girl Donna Catherine. Donna Catherine was prominent by Raj 

Singh 1. Raj Singh, regardless I needed to control the slanting country from Sitavaka realm 

toward the west of the island. The change for control finished with the ascent in position granted 

by Kampu Bandra, which wound up known as Vimladhamsuria 1. In the wake of understanding 

Buddhism, they combined the energy of Master Buddha's tooth with confection and 

consolidated his energy with Delgamuwa.n 1592 Kandy turned into the capital city of the final 

autonomous kingdom in the island after the beachfront locales had been vanquished by the 

Portuguese. A few attacks by the Portuguese were repulsed, most prominently in the battle of 

Denture. After the Sinhalese– Portuguese War and the foundation of Dutch Ceylon, endeavors 

by the Dutch to vanquish the kingdom were repulsed.  

 

The kingdom endured a Dutch nearness on the shoreline of Sri Lanka, despite the fact that 

assaults were every so often propelled. The most goal-oriented hostile was embraced in 1761, 
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when Lord Kirti Sri Rajasinha assaulted and overran a large portion of the drift, leaving just the 

intensely strengthened Negombo in place. At the point when a Dutch retaliatory power came 

back to the island in 1763, Kirti Sri Rajasinha relinquished the coastline and pulled back into the 

inside. At the point when the Dutch proceeded to the wildernesses the following year, they were 

always bothered by infection, warm, absence of arrangements, and Kandyan sharpshooters, 

who covered up in the wilderness and caused substantial misfortunes on the Dutch.  

The Dutch propelled a superior adjusted power in January 1765, supplanting their troops' blades 

with cleavers and utilizing more down to earth garbs and strategies suited to wilderness fighting. 

The Dutch were at first effective in catching the capital, which was betrayed, and the Kandyans 

pulled back to the wildernesses yet again, declining to take part in the open fight. 

Notwithstanding, the Dutch were again exhausted by the consistent steady loss. A peace 

bargain was marked in 1766. The Dutch stayed responsible for the waterfront regions until 1796 

when Incredible England took them over (while the Netherlands under French control) due to 

the Kew letters amid the Napoleonic wars. English ownership of these regions was formalized 

with the settlement of Amiens in 1802. The following year the English additionally attacked Kandy 

in what ended up known as the Main Kandyan War, yet were shocked. 

As the capital, Kandy became a house for Buddha's remains, which is a symbol of the fourth-

century convention that was associated with the Sinhalese government because the defender 

of the remains was the leader of the land. As a result, the sanctuary of Imperial Castle and tooth 

was established in close proximity to each other. 

The last administering line of Kandy was the Nayaks. Kandy remained autonomous until the mid-

nineteenth century. In the Second Kandyan War, the English propelled an intrusion that met no 

protection and achieved the city on February 10, 1815. On Walk 2, 1815, a bargain known as the 

Kandyan Tradition was marked between the English and the Radalas (Kandyan privileged 

people). With this bargain, Kandy perceived George III as its Lord and turned into an English 

protectorate. The last ruler of the kingdom Sri Vikrama Rajasinha was caught and taken as an 

imperial prisoner by the English to Vellore Stronghold in southern India alongside all inquirers to 

the position of authority. A portion of the relatives was likewise banished to Tanjore (now known 

as Thanjavur, in Tamil Nadu). Their past living spot is still alluded to as "Kandy Raja Aranmanai" on 

the eastern piece of Thanjavur town on Old Mariamman Koil Street. 

 

Nuwara Eliya – Sri Lanka 
  

 

Nuwara Eliya is a city in the tea nation slopes of focal Sri Lanka. The normally arranged Hakgala 

Professional flowerbeds show roses and tree greeneries, and safe houses for monkeys and blue 

jaybirds. Adjacent Seetha Amman Sanctuary, a beautiful Hindu altar, is finished with religious 

figures. Thickly forested Galway's Property National Stop is a haven for endemic and transient 

feathered creature species, including bulbuls and flycatchers.  

 

History  

The city was established by Samuel Bread cook, the pioneer of Lake Albert and the voyager of 

the Nile in 1846. Nuwara Eliya's atmosphere fits turning into the prime haven of the English 

government employees and grower in Ceylon. Nuwara Eliya, a small country called Little Britain, 

was a sloping nation where English colonists had reduced their leisure activities, for example, 

chasing fox, pursuing deer, pursuing an elephant, polo, golf and cricket. 
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Despite the fact that the town was established in the nineteenth century by the English, the 

locale is today gone by local voyagers, particularly amid April, the period of blooms, horse 

races, go truck races and auto rally.  

A considerable lot of the structures hold highlights from the frontier time frame, for example, the 

Ruler's Bungalow, General's Home, Fabulous Lodging, Slope Club, St Andrew's Inn and Town Mail 

station. New inns are regularly manufactured and outfitted in the provincial style. Guests in the 

city can flounder in its sentimentality of former days by going to the milestone structures. 

Numerous private homes keep up their early English-style yards and patio nurseries. 

 

 

 

Sinharaja Forest 

 

  
Heaps of Sinharaja Backwoods Hold, Sri Lanka  

 

Sinharaja Woods Hold is a national stop in Sri Lanka. It is of worldwide importance and has been 

assigned a Biosphere Hold and World Legacy Site by UNESCO.  

The uneven virgin rainforest, some portion of the Sri Lanka swamp rain timberlands ecoregion, 

was spared from the most noticeably awful of business logging by its detachment and was 

assigned a World Biosphere Save in 1978 and a World Legacy Site in 1989. The save's name 

interprets as Kingdom of the Lion.  

The save is just 21 km (13 mi) from east to west, and a most extreme of 7 km (4 mi) from north to 

south, yet it is a fortune trove of endemic species, including trees, creepy crawlies, creatures of 

land and water, reptiles, winged animals and warm-blooded creatures.  

 

Due to the thick vegetation, natural life isn't as effortlessly observed as at dry-zone national stops, 

for example, Yala. There are no elephants, and the 15 or so panthers are seldom observed. The 

most well known bigger vertebrate is the endemic Purple-confronted Langur. 
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Bentota – Sri Lanka 

 

Bentota is known for its resort city on the southwest coast. Its long Bentota spreads north to the 

north, where it becomes a sandy bar called Paradise Island, which is parallel to the Bentota 

Lagoon. Coral rich diver sites include Cano Rock. On the River Bentota, there is a large Buddha 

statue in the centuries-old Gallapata temple. Southeast Lununganga, the property, and 

architect Jeffrey Bawa's garden. Northeast is a brief garden of his brother Bevis. 

 

Surrounded by the Mega Package Resort Hotel, you can expect to be more than the beach ... 

but you will be wrong. In the clutch of divine boutique hotels, a great stretch of golden sands, 

and another tourist footprint in sight is one of the best places to ignore it.  

  

DAY 1  - Arrival  | Negombo  

 

   
 

   
 

 

 “ Welcome “ Pick up from the     

 Airport. 

 

 Overnight stay in Negombo(1Night)  

 

 Star class hotel accommodation 

with beach view  

 

 Breakfast  meal  

 

 Moving to Kandy from Negombo-

After the breakfast 

 

 

Day 2 - Kandy 

 

   
 

    
  

    
 

 

 

 

 Temple of Tooth ( Sri Dalada  

Maligawa) 

 

 Kandy lake 

 

 Kandy city tour | Shopping 

 

 Wood carving factory 

 

 Royal botanical garden 

 

 Spicy and herbal garden  

 

 Stay over1 Night 
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 3 Star Hotel accommodation  

 

 Breakfast meal  

 

 Moving to Nuwara  Elliya  from 

Kandy-After the Breakfast 

 

 

Day 3 & 4 – Nuwara Elliya 

 

    

    

   

   
 

 

 

 

 Gregory Lake /Boat Ride 

 

 Macwood Tea Factory & Estate 

 

 Haggala Botanical Garden 

 

 Strawberry Farm/Factory 

 

 Hindu Temple, Rama Sitha Temple 

 

 Horse Riding 

 

 Milk Factory 

 

 Stay over 2 nights  

 

 Moving to Sinharaja Forest  from 

Nuwara Elliya -After the breakfast 

 

 

Day 5 & 6 – Sinharaja Forest 

 

   
 

   
 

 
 

 

 3 Star Hotel accommodation  

 

 Stay over 2 Nights  

 

 Breakfast meal  

 

 Rainforest Tours 

 

 Cycling   

 

 Photography 

  

 Study (Understand the nature ) 

 

 Relax and enjoy middle of the rain 

forest – Largest in Sri Lanka 

 

 Moving to Bentota from Sinharaja  

Forest  -After the breakfast 
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Day 7 & 8 – Bentota  

 

  
 

   
 

 
 

   
 

 

 

 

 Enjoy bentota  beach  

 

 Stay over  2 Night 

 

 Madu river boat tour 

 

 Visit to Kosgoda Turtle hatchery 

 

 Surfing and diving at Cinnamon 

Island 

 

 Visiting to  Kande Vihara 

 

 Shopping at Ambalangoda 

 

 Moving to Colombo Airport (Base on 

your departure time ,can be avail 

Colombo city tour | Shopping ) 

 

  

 

 
Day 9 – Departure  

 

 
 

 

 
 Departure  

 

 

Your Trip 
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SERVICE INCLUDED  

 Welcome and Airport assistance   

 3 star or similar accommodation  

 8 Breakfast meals (From 2nd day to 8th day) 

 Provided chauffeur tour driver  

 Local SIM card with Rs.100 calling mints 

 500ml Water bottle each day   

 Local government taxes applicable  

 

SERVICE | FEES NOT INCLUDED 

 Meals are not entitled 

 Air fare and visa 

 Entrance and activities fees 

 Guide fees 

 Tips and gratitude’s 

 Madu river boat tour 

 Visit to Kosgoda Turtle hatchery 

 Surfing and diving at Cinnamon Island 

 Insurance and airport tax 

 Any special supplements 

 Camera and video permits at cultural site 

OTHER PIECES OF INFORMATIONS  

 Lodgings are liable to accessibility and the costs may differ seeking any change. 

 In the event that the visit surpasses the given Km restricts, each extra Km will be 

charged at Rs.45 per km  

 All reservations are liable to the standard registration of 14 hrs. also, registration 

time of 12hrs  

 Rates said are liable to change/correction in view of any progressions made by 

inns and the administration 

 Management won't be responsible for any assets that are lost or stolen or 

harmed amid the visit 

CANCELATION POLICY  

 Cancellations within 01 to 08 days of the entry date – 100% of the estimation of 

the booking  

 Cancellations within 9 to 15 days of the entry date – half of the estimation of the 

booking  

 Cancellations within 16 to 28 days of the landing date – 25% of the estimation of 

the booking  

 Cancellations past 28 days of the landing date – Fee of USD 50 will be withheld 

for the work completed  

 

PAYMENT POLICY & OPTIONS 

 50% installment to be made upon affirmation and the adjust to being paid 10 

working days preceding entry 

 Credit card  

 Bank transfer and cash  

 

 


